
THE GENERAL, PRACTITIONER AND 

MEDICAL RESEARCH. 

To the Editor, The Indian Medical GazETTE. 

Sir,?Within recent years the idea is gaining or(?u|v 
amongst the general practitioners in India especial y 

(with a few exceptions) that medical research is V 
special prerogative of a few isolated laboratory w?rj0 
ers; and that the " 

g. p." has absolutely nothing to 

with it. Some of them even go a step further and 
s ) 

that it would be presumptuous on the part of a Stn.eJ- 
practitioner to talk of medical research. It is this ide ' 

I think, that is mainly responsible for the Prese. 
secession of general practitioners from medical fesearC,J 
It is a matter for regret that none of such medical n1. 
have ever considered the consequences of their actl0,1|"e 
It is to correct this prevalent wrong notion that 

following few lines are penned. 
True it is that certain kinds of research call for ^ 

highly skilled specialist but the general practitiofl 
can do a lot with his observant eyes. I think that 
has to bear the lion's share of the burden. The sPL^ 
cialist can work only through a particular line . 

e 
action but multifarious are the lines of action for 

general practitioner. He has greater opportunities f?r 

research than an isolated laboratory worker who ^ 
de- 

iends for his clinical material upon his brothers, 
" 

g. ps." It is only after they have by their. ac9u^act 
clinical observations separated a disease as a disti^ 
entity from a host of other homologies that the lal3?' 

tory worker begins to apply his weapons of refin1 
End perfects the finding. Without the material H0.^ 
could the laboratory worker work? To put it 

arother way the general practitioner has to take 

initiative, find out something new by his clinical obs 
vations and arrive at certain conclusions based UP 

all the observed facts; then his " 

specialist" brottt 
crmes to his assistance and with his delicate appha11. e 
xvestigates and either corroborates the findings of 

^ 
clinician or proves that they require to be corrected 
modified by further observations. Thus it is seen ^ 
the specialist and the general practitioner have to W? 
in collaboration with each other, the one supplement! 
the other. 

To give an instance of how a general practitioner 
assist his brother 

" 

specialist":?he can observe 
^ 

incidence of a particular disease in a particular 
or season or climate, its occurrence in relation to 

environment?housing, food, water, air, or social c 
^ 

ditions of life, its prevalence in a particular commun- 
or class, the different clinical manifestations of the: sa 

disease in different individuals at the same or diner. g 
times or in different regions, or the constancy 
clinical manifestations of the disease whichever reg ^ 
or clime it occurs in, and can give suggestions _ as 

the possibility of its being an infection, or an 111V.' 
cation or an aberration of the metabolism, 

_ 

as :Oj 
reasonably be inferred from the observed clinical da 

' 

and also suggestions as to the. possibility of a P*1^ 
cular channel of transmission, and th* avenue which 
specialist has to explore with his arms and ammuniti 
of laboratory apparatus and reagents. t0 
The practitioner cannot even stop here. He has . 

follow his brother the " 

specialist" throughout J 
journey and cheer him up when he has to asc 

^ 
the hills that may be on the way, or even suggeS 
him an alternative route, and finally when the fori 

^ 
able enemy has been caught to put the results ot 

^ 
hard labours of the specialist to the crucial test 

clinical application and give his verdict. 

He has to watch with patient eyes and try to aS?gf 
his brother the specialist in the laboratory with "eSi.3n 
materials to work with. The genera* practitioner 
Ho longer afford to shut his eyes and keep nim 

aloof from his brother the specialist. He has to co 

forward to bear his legitimate share of the burde ^ 
Can the general practitioner himself take the in1 us-- 

Jt' research? "ves,?lie can,?with wouderful resu 
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0bs operIy carried out. As an instance of what the 

plj^nt eyes of the general practitioner can accom- 

djs 
' ^may point out "the magnificent work on heart 

Colo SGi the ^ate Sir James Mackenzie, to quote 
is jj5. Megaw. The field of the laboratory worker 

yer, Jted, whereas that of the general practitioner is 

Y Wide. 
trjc 

e ?reat father of medicine, Hippocrates had no 

enou?lC?Pe nor e^ectr^c centrifuge, but marvellously 
cljj,j , 

has bequeathed to us a wonderfully accurate 

kind- description of the diseases that decimate man- 

tiW and he was able to separate and identify dis- 

thre 
y Very closely allied diseases; for example, the 

by l6. types of malarial fevers were clearly identified 
a ^ 

lrn a"d the group of malarial fevers separated from 

Hot other similar fevers at a time when he had 

anCpeVen the advantage of such common clinical appli- 
rr,ons as we now possess. This bears eloquent testi- 

eyesy to what can be accomplished by the observant 

c?ul 1 ?k Seneral practitioner. Many more instances 
is ci 

e cited, but one is as good as many. Thus it 

mi/arly seen that the 
" 

g. p." has played a very pro- 
rent part in the past history of medical research. 

t? j countries other than India the " 

g. p.'s 
" continue 

Will vW(jn footsteps of their glorious predecessors, 
hie e 

" 

S? P-" in India now at least try to shake off 

r6g 
Resent indifference and ignoiant prejudice towards 

ere a-C^ and come forward to associate himself in in- 

bfenSlng degrees with' his brother 
" 

specialist 
" who has 

r'i'd i ^H^'hy waging war single-In .'t-r! with the for- 

^ 
Mfc oppon-nt disease? 

f,w r?ther 
" 

g. p.'splease consider well and come 

^arcl-Yours, etc!, 
G. R. RAO. 

Unhl<:XJ'nA> 
??'Crt 19;/j Janucry 1926. 


